SENATE ACTION

The Senate did not meet. The Senate will meet on Monday, October 1, 2012 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “1” and “2” scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)

Bills Introduced:

A3061 Prieto,V/Amodeo,J Maintenance engineers-exemp cert lic req  REF ARP
A3062 Schaeer,G/Kean,S Dental plans-assignment of benefits  REF AFI
A3063 Coutinho,A Port support zone-estab.  REF ACE
A3227 Giblin,T Timeshare salespersons-estab. lic.  REF ARP
A3228 Spencer,L Notice of appeal-30-day filing period  REF AJU
A3229 Brown,C.A./Gove,D Arts-prov. income tax contrib.  REF ATA
A3230 Gove,D/Brown,C.A. Art galleries-prov. Internet listing  REF ATA
A3231 Gove,D/Brown,C.A. Artist-estab living treasure designation  REF ATA
A3232 Gove,D/Brown,C.A. Fine arts elements, pub bldg-prot. req.  REF ATA
A3233 Gove,D/Brown,C.A. Crafted Prog.-Dept. of State estab.  REF ACO
A3234 Ciattarelli,J Energy conserv. patent income-tax excl.  REF AEN
A3235 Simon,D/Brown,C.A.+2 Tax Relief for NJ Families Act  REF ABU
A3236 Spencer,L+1 Lic suspension-elg alt. incarceration  REF ALP
A3237 McHose,A+1 NJTA-offer cash pymt. option  REF ATR
A3238 McHose,A Delaware Riv Bridge Comm-cash option  REF ATR
A3239 McHose,A NY/NJ Port Auth.-offer cash option  REF ATR
A3240 McHose,A Delaware Riv Port Auth-offer cash option  REF ATR
A3241 McHose,A+1 Delaware Riv/Bay Auth-offer cash option  REF ATR
A3242 McHose,A St. Devel. and Redevel. Plan-concerns  REF ACE
A3243 Brown,C.A./Gove,D Art in Storefronts-estab.  REF ACE
A3244 Bramnick,J/Schroeder,R Vader's Law-harming cert dogs revise law  REF ALP
A3245 Ribble,D/Kean,S Beach access fees-concerns use  REF ATA
A3246 Anselmi,M Health club contract-renewal clauses  REF ACO
A3247 Johnson,G/Mainor,C Youth sports team org-head injury policy  REF AWC
A3248 Green,J/Singleton,T Resid prop, abandoned-concerns mortgages  REF AHO
A3249 Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Healthy Workplace Act-ad estab.  REF AOA
A3250 Wilson,G Gestating pig-cruel confinement, offense  REF AAN
A3319 Burzichelli,J/Ramos,R St depts-concerns cert fees  REF ARG
A3320 Burzichelli,J/Ramos,R St. agencies-issuance of general permits  REF ARG
A3321 Burzichelli,J/Ramos,R Admin Procedure Act-amends  REF ARG
A3322 Burzichelli,J/Ramos,R Emerg. warning light permits-issue cert.  REF ARG
A3323 Ramos,R/Burzichelli,J Bus.-St. review all lic. procedures  REF ARG
A3324 Ramos,R/Burzichelli,J Lic. and certifications-St. review  REF ARG
A3325 Ramos,R/Burzichelli,J Co-op. purch. agreements-auth. cert.  REF ARG
A3326 Burzichelli,J Racing Comm.-elim. post-emp. restriction  REF ARG
ACR1158 Stender,L/Diegnan,P Team USA Made in Amer. Act of 2012-memor  REF ALA
ACR1159 Johnson,G/Wagner,C Women, internment in Japanese mil. camps  REF AWC
ACR1160 Eustace,T+1 Casino at Meadowland Complex-allow temp.  REF ARG
ACR1161 Diegnan,P/Jasey,M Charter sch. reg.-not leg. intent  REF AED
ACR1162 Quijano,A/DeAngelo,W Companies bring jobs to US-tax incentive  REF ALA
AR99 McHose,A 41 sponsors or more-mandatory posting  REF ASG
AR100 Rumana,S/Russo,D+2 Commuter tax on NJ resid.-oppose  REF ABU
AR101 McHose,A Andrew P Carpenter Tax Act-enact  REF AMV
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A672 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Mun. fees, under $10-permits cancelation REP
A1015 Manior,C/Benson,D Drunk driv. w/minor-incr. penal. REP
A1122 AcaAca (2R) Fuentes,A/Mosquera,G Domestic Viol. Tuition Waiver Prog. REP/ACA
A1144 Lampitt,P+1 Building materials-concerns delivery REP
A1271 Coughlin,C/Lampitt,P+17 Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns REP
A1380 Chivukula,U/Wilson,G+2 Higher ed. food donations-prov. immunity REP
A1513 Burzichelli,J/Schaer,G+10 Real Estate Installment Contract Act REP
A1519 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Burzichelli,J/Prieto,V+1 Elevator contractors-prov. for lic. REP/ACA
A1551 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Wisniewski,J/Chivukula,U+1 Property rights, cert.-concerns REP/ACA
A1667 Aca (1R) Johnson,J/Vainieri Huttle,V VCCB concerns restitution REP/ACA
A1688 Russo,D/Riley,C Cred. card-proh. solicitation of student REP
A1744/2490 Acs (ACS) Prieto,V/Brown,C.A.+2 Vets-affordable housing preference REP/ACS
A1848 Diegnan,P/Green,J Mun. court-concerns fees REP
A2042 Milam,M/Albano,N+5 Vet-mun. prov. free beach access REP
A2131 Burzichelli,J/Fuentes,A Sex offender regis. info.-auth. release REP
A2132 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Benson,D Electricity providers-BPU promulgate req REP/ACA
A2463 AcaAca (2R) Conaway,H+3 Emerg. med. svc. delivery-revise req. REP/ACA
A2573 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Diegnan,P Tara’s Law-community care resid. REP/ACA
A2593 Wisniewski,J/Prieto,V+7 Mun. emerg. mgmt. plans-concerns REP
A2641 Spencer,L/Ramos,R Stormwater util.-auth. creation REP
A2760 Aca (1R) Chivukula,U/Rudder,S BPU-estab Statewide reliability standard REP/ACA
A2763 Aca (1R) Moriarty,P/Wilson,G DRPA police-inspect haz material carrier REP/ACA
A2870 Acs (ACS) Mosquera,G/Eustace,T Voter regis.-concerns REP/ACS
A2920 Aca (1R) Singleton,T/Burzichelli,J Advis. Council, Youth Collegiate Affairs REP/ACA
A2982 Burzichelli,J/Quijano,A St. Lottery winners-anonymous for 1 yr. REP
A2995 Burzichelli,J Veterananans-prov written prescriptions REP
A3027 Greenwald,L/Eustace,T Taxation Div-auth fraud prev contractors REP
A3039 Aca (1R) Conaway,H/Lampitt,P Lupus Ed. and Awareness-estab. Council REP/ACA
A3049 Diegnan,P/Burzichelli,J Shareholders Prot. Act-amends REP
A3050 Diegnan,P/Burzichelli,J+1 Bus. Corp. Act-makes various revisions REP
A3061 Prieto,V/Amodeo,J Maintenance engineers-exemp cert lic req REP
A3080 Schaer,G/Lampitt,P Prescription eye drops-coverage req. REP
A3116 Albano,N/Milam,M Raffles-estab. max. lic. fees and admin. REP
A3123 Aca (1R) Diegnan,P Derivative proceedings-revises law REP/ACA
A3169 Albano,N Laser pointers, cert.-proh. sale REP
A3175 Aca (1R) Watson Coleman,B Drug court-mand. funding.$2M REP/ACA
A3187 Burzichelli,J MV, cert-prov. rental companies not rent REP
A3222 Aca (1R) Fuentes,A/Wilson,G+1 Scrap metal purch.-revises law REP/ACA
A3248 Aca (1R) Green,J/Singleton,T Resid prop. abandoned-concerns mortgages REP/ACA
A3292 Chivukula,U/Vainieri Huttle,V Patient Advocate Day-desig. November 15 REP
A3359 DeAngelo,W/Barnes,P Coll., univ.-climate change initiative REP
A3407 Aca (1R) Benson,D/Conaway,H Eosinophilic Esophagitis Awareness Wk REP/ACA
S195 Connors,C+1 Mun. fees, under $10-permits cancelation REP
S418 Sca (1R) Van Drew,J/Allen,D Laser pointers, cert.-proh. sale REP
S599 SacsSa (S/1R) Beck,J/Sweeney,S+6 Tara’s Law-community care resid. abuse REP
S612 ScaAca (2R) Sweeney,S/Stack,B Elevator constructors-prov. for lic. REP/ACA
S829 Aca (1R) Smith,B/Beach,J+3 Vet affordable housing assist req. rules REP/ACA
S1173 Sca (1R) Weinberg,L/Norcross,D+1 Victims of Crime Comp Off-transfer pymts REP
S1816 Aca (1R) Norcross,D/Madden,F+1 DRPA police-inspect haz material carrier REP/ACA

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

A1657 Aca (1R) Johnson,G+1 Sexual viol. training-concerns REP/ACA REF AAP
A1830 Conaway,H/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 Drugs, off-label-insur. coverage req. REP REF AAP

Bills Combined:

A2490 Chivukula,U Vet affordable housing assist req. rules COMB/W A1744 (ACS)

Bills Received from Governor/Conditional Veto:

A1459 Aca (1R) Gusciora,R/McKeon,J+7 Electronic Waste Mgmt. Act-revises AREF AAP
A2169 Conaway,H+1 Emer. med. svc helicopter lic-moratorium
A2351 Johnson,G/Burzichelli,J+1 Charitable online donations-fds to prov.
A2395 AcaSca (2R) Coughlin,C/Coutinho,A+2 Haz. Discharge Site Remediation Fd.
A2648 Aca (1R) Fuentes,A/Lampitt,P+8 Emp. info., cert.-concerns disclosure
A2650 Aca (1R) Lampitt,P/Riley,C+10 Discrimination in comp.-concerns
Bills Received from Governor/Conditional Veto: (cont’d)

A2885 Prieto,V/Singleton,T+2 St. budget fds.-monthly report req.
A3164 Webber,J/Prieto,V+15 Domestic viol shelter-St. pay ed. costs

Bills Received from Governor/Absolute Veto:

A575 Aca (1R) Wagner,C/Gusciora,R+22 Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns
A2649 AcaScAca (2R) Lampitt,P/Riley,C+8 Pub. contractors-report cert. info. req.

Bills Given Second Reading w/Governor's Recommendation:

A3164 w/GR (1R) Webber,J/Prieto,V+15 Domestic viol shelter-St. pay ed. costs

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:

S325 Whelan,J/Addiego,D E-mail notification sys. alert-create REF AMV
S581 Sca (1R) Madden,F/Weinberg,L+8 Angel Investor Tax Cred. Act REF ABU
S765 Scutari,N/Cardine,G Trustee's discretionary auth.-clarify REF AJU
S1042 Sca (1R) Connors,C/Stack,B Sv. charge, returned checks-incr. fee REF AHO
S1269 Turner,S/Norcross,D Svc/guide dogs-concerns NJT's treatment REF ATR
S1456 Sweeney,S/Vitale,J+3 Organ transplant recipient-proh. discrim REF AHU
S1899 Bateman,C/Smith,B+14 Peter J Biondi Bypass-desig Rt206 bypass REF ATR
S2151 Scutari,N/Pou,N+1 Premarital, pre-civil unions-concerns REF AJU
SJR15 Pennacchio,J/Doherty,M Passenger Rail Sys. Study Comm.-create REF ATR
SJR40 Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L+1 Laser pointers, cert.-proh. sale REF ACO

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

S327 Whelan,J/Addiego,D Higher ed. food donations-prov. immunity

Bills Transferred:

A166 Peterson,E/Gusciora,R+7 Tri-Co. Purple Heart Mem Hwy-desig Rt.31 FROM ATR TO AMV
A1374 Tucker,C/Caputo,R+2 Mun. arson investigators' powers-broaden FROM ALP TO AJU
A1744/2490 Acs (ACS) Prieto,V/Brown,C.A.+2 Vets-affordable housing preference FROM AMV TO AHO
A2161 Greenwald,L/Benson,D Ovarian Cancer Awareness Mo-desig. Sept. FROM AHE TO AWC
A3034 Mainor,C/Connors,S+1 Truancy cases-heard in mun. court FROM AJU TO ALP
A3195 Lampitt,P/Singleton,T Teaching Pilot Prog.-estab. FROM AED TO AWC
S418 Sca (1R) Van Drew,J/Allen,D Laser pointers, cert.-proh. sale FROM ALP TO ACO
S612 SaAca (2R) Sweeney,S/Stack,B Elevator contractors-prov. for lic. FROM ARP TO AAP

Co-Sponsors Added:

A133 (Simon,D) Unemp. benf. obtained fraudulently-repay
A154 (Giblin,T; Chiusano,G; Singleton,T; Rumpf,B; Gove,D; Schepisi,H; DeAngelo,W; Munoz,N) Child pornography law-revises
A165 (Simon,D) Emp reconciliation plan-sub. layoff plan
A260 (Ciattarelli,J; Kean,S) Kyleigh's Law-Law-remove req. decal
A261 (Kean,S) Kyleigh's Law, req. decals-repeals
A392 (Kean,S) Peggy's Law-suspected elderly abuse
A680 (Sumter,S) Workers' comp insur.-cert. corp. req.
A740 (Lampitt,P) Youth mentoring prog.-estab. grant prog.
A760 (Kean,S) Decabromodiphenyl ether-limits sale
A847 (Simon,D) Transparency in Govt. Act-estab. website
A944 Aca (1R) (Simon,D) Auto insur. fraud prev. measures-estab.
A1069 (Caputo,R) Lower reservoir level-Emerg Mgmt ordered
A1144 (Diegnan,P) Building materials-concerns delivery
A1271 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Bus tax cred.-wages paid to qual interns
A1365 (Diegnan,P; Wagner,C) Special ed. prog.-task force to study
A1452 Aca (1R) (Connors,S) Police/FF/Teacher Home-buyer Asst. Act
A1551 Aca (1R) (Peterson,E) Property rights, cert.-concerns
A1665 (Sumter,S) Mental health coverage req.-revises
A1787 (Webber,J) Family Temp. Disab. Leave Act-repeal
A1802 (Prieto,V) Plant closings-suspend mortgage interest
A1809 (Diegnan,P) Nurse Multistate Lic. Compact-enters NJ
A1815 (Sumter,S) Managed care plan networks-audit
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A1836  (Sumter,S)  Surgical practices- req. lic by DHSS
A1846  (Eustace,T; Wagner,C)  Prescribing cert. meds to minors-concerns
A2042  (Wagner,C; Eustace,T)  Vet mun. prov. free beach access
A2118  (Angelini,M)  SPRS memb.-purch. cred. prior mil. svc.
A2121  (DeAngelo,W)  Vet benf., cert.-broadens elig.
A2419  (Wolfe,D)  Psychologists, cert.-prescribe meds.
A2463  (Sumter,S)  Emerg. med. svc.s. delivery-revise req.
A2583  (Prieto,V; Johnson,G)  Parkinson's Disease Pub. Awareness Act
A2593  (Benson,D)  Mun. emerg. mgmt. plans-concerns
A2623  (Benson,D)  Undersheriffs-concerns duties
A2728  (Jimenez;A; Benson,D)  Dusty's Law- killing guide dog crim penal
A2776  (Caputo,R)  Loc. govt. shared svc.-concerns
A2856  (Caputo,R; Giblin,T; Spencer,L)  Essex Co, Ed. Bd Pension Fd-upgrade prov
A2989  (Albano,N)  Sch dist-min. geographic cost adjustment
A3013  (Webber,J)  Disab. vts.-exemp. cert. St. park fees
A3034  (Caputo,R)  Truancy cases-heard in mun. court
A3072  (Caputo,R)  Vacant prop. in foreclosure-maintain
A3122  (Diegnan,P; Tucker,C; Giblin,T; Green,J; Coughlin,C)  Sterile syringe access prog.-estab.
A3132  (Kean,S)  Continuing care community-bill of rights
A3135  (Wolfe,D)  Commercial veh.-exemp. from snow removal
A3161  (Johnson,G; O'Scanlon,D; Wagner,C; Eustace,T)  Bio-based Heating Oil Act
A3184  (Webber,J)  Income tax rates-reduce
A3198  (Peterson,E)  Liquor lic.-reduce number of hotel rooms
A3222  (Giblin,T)  Scrap metal purch.-revises law
A3235  (Handlin,A; DeCroce,B)  Tax Relief for NJ Families Act
A3237  (Handlin,A)  NJTA-offer cash pymt. option
A3241  (Handlin,A)  Delaware Riv/Bay Auth-offer cash option
A3249  (Fuentes,A)  Healthy Workplace Act-estab.
ACR140  (Munoz,N)  Hunting/fishing rights-preserve
ACR51  (Simon,D)  St. fiscal restraint-Statewide I & R
ACR129  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Caring for Mil. Kids w/Autism Act-enact
ACR131  (Munoz,N)  Prop. tax relief, reform-Leg. consider
ACR153  (Quijano,A)  Bail-may be denied to cert. offenders
ACR160  (Wagner,C)  Casino at Meadowland Complex-allow temp.
AJR55  (Lampitt,P; McKeon,J)  Human Trafficking Prev. Mo-desig January
AJR56  (Caputo,R; Giblin,T; Simon,D; McKeon,J)  Human Trafficking Awareness Day-Jan. 11
AJR65  (Casagrande,C)  Turner Syndrome Awareness Mo.-desig Feb.
AJR69  (Benson,D)  Guide Dog CARE mo.-desig. August
AJR75  (Peterson,E)  Constitution Wk.-desig. Sept 17 thru 23
AR84  (Johnson,G; Sumter,S; Wagner,C; Spencer,L; Caputo,R; Diegnan,P; Wimberly,B)  Gun control measures, cert.-Cong. enact
AR100  (Handlin,A; DeCroce,B)  Commuter tax on NJ resid.-oppose

Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2419  (Diegnan,P)  Psychologists, cert.-prescribe meds.

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A162  (Simon,D)  Parole hearings-allow victims' presence
A388  (McGuirk,G)  Betsy's Law-concerns animal boarding
A587  (Simon,D)  Matthew's Law Limiting Use of Restraints
A685  (Giblin,T)  Child support and alimony-concerns
A1015  (Benson,D)  Drunk driv. w/minor-incr. penal.
A1090  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Libraries-vol. income tax contrib.
A1255  (Sumter,S)  Psych.-practice w/o lic., crime
A1258  (Sumter,S)  Loc. energy proj.-bond ordinances
A1260  (Sumter,S)  Teen nights-regulates
A1270  (Sumter,S)  Small emp.-prov. premium assist. pymts.
A1272  (Sumter,S)  Econ. recovery dist.-auth. creation
A1683  (Eustace,T)  Firearms ammunition purchase-concerns
A2067  (Sumter,S)  Sex Offender Mgt. Comm.-estab.
A2342  (Milam,M)  Corrections off.-gang awareness training
A2363  (Schaer,G)  Cemetery Bd.-concerns memb.
A2392  (Sumter,S)  Physician profiling prog.-reg.
Second Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A2447 (Sumter,S) Bond ordinance-elim. 5% down pymt. req.
A2457 (Sumter,S) Personal needs allowance-incr.
A2626 (Tucker,C) Vet.-waive higher ed. application fees
A2852 (Spencer,L) Sewer overflow-estab. notification req.
A2862 (Sumter,S) Newborn Screening prog.-revises
A2893 (Giblin,T) Innovative Svc Persons w/Devel Disab Act
A2952 (Dancer,R) Megan’s law-conform to fed. req.
A2997 (Milam,M) Bronze Star-prov. special lic. plate
A3024 (Riley,C) Higher ed instl. faculty-ABP distrb.
A3027 (Eustace,T) Taxation Div-auth fraud prev contractors
A3113 (O’Scanlon,D) Transfer inheritance tax-elim.
A3125 (Webber,J) Credit card theft-concerns
A3132 (Sumter,S) Continuing care community-bill of rights
A3173 (Quijano,A) Student conviction-inform pub. instlt.
AJR24 (Coughlin,C) Fire Safety Ed. Mo.-desig. October
AR49 Aca (1R) (Conaway,H) Eosinophilic Esophagitis Awareness Wk

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A154 (Dancer,R) Child pornography law-revises
A295 (Dancer,R) Child porn convictions-reg, sex offender
A304 (Cryan,J) Voter serve as messenger-reduces number
A551 (Eustace,T) Cemetery company-concerns cert. fees
A862 (Simon,D) Insur products, cert-concern proposals
A1146 (Mosquera,G) Small bus. health benf.-income tax cred.
A1177 (Singleton,T) Higher ed. and bus. partnerships-promote
A1261 (Sumter,S) Mail-in ballots-clarify request deadline
A1401 (Chiusano,G) Common Sense Shared Services Act
A1575 (McKeon,J) Voter reg.-concerns polling place
A1688 (Wagner,C) Cred. card-proh. solicitation of student
A2180 (Sumter,S) Bleeding Disorders Treatment Fd.
A2401 (Simon,D) St bus. income tax-study impact req.
A2583 (Wimberly,B) Parkinson's Disease Pub. Awareness Act
A2742 (Sumter,S) Minor-concerns protective order
A2750 (Peterson,E) Peter J Biondi Bypass-desig Rt206 bypass
A2776 (Coughlin,C) Loc. govt. shared svc.-concerns
A2952 (Schaer,G) Megan’s law-conform to fed. req.
A3027 (Milam,M) Taxation Div-auth fraud prev contractors
A3077 (Chivukula,U) Hunterdon-Somerset Flood Advisory-estab
A3080 (Giblin,T) Prescription eye drops-coverage req.
A3158 (Webber,J) Health care svc's-concerns out-of-network
A3161 (McKeon,J) Bio-based Heating Oil Act
A3247 (Wimberly,B) Youth sports team org-head injury policy
ACR91 (Lampitt,P) Children's products-Cong. ban phthalates
AJR25 (Coughlin,C) Vet. Ed. Awareness Wk.-desig. November
AJR49 (Coughlin,C) Dyslexia Awareness Mo.-desig. October
AJR66 (Giblin,T) Turner Syndrome Awareness Mo.-desig Feb.

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A304 (Quijano,A) Voter serve as messenger-reduces number
A1557 (Sumter,S) Alco. bev. lic.-concerns
A2390 (Coughlin,C) Organ transplant recipient-proh. discrim
A2464 (Vainieri Hultle,V) Undergrad. resid tuition-proh. cert incr
A2562 (Milam,M) US flags, fly half-staff-Gov. notify
A2750 (DiMaio,J) Peter J Biondi Bypass-desig Rt206 bypass
A2750 (Peterson,E) Peter J Biondi Bypass-desig Rt206 bypass
A2920 Aca (1R) (Riley,C) Advis. Council, Youth Collegiate Affairs
A2937 (Vainieri Hultle,V) Emerg. shelters-prov. refusing cert. svc
A2989 (Milam,M) Sch dist-min. geographic cost adjustment
A3027 (Webber,J) Taxation Div-auth fraud prev contractors
A3080 (Mosquera,G) Prescription eye drops-coverage req.
A3158 (Eustace,T) Health care svc's-concerns out-of-network
A3161 (Giblin,T) Bio-based Heating Oil Act
ACR153 (Schroeder,R) Bail-may be denied to cert. offenders
AJR17 (Coughlin,C) Multi Sclerosis Ed/Awareness-desig March
Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2760 Aca (1R)   (Vainieri Huttle,V)   BPU-estab Statewide reliability standard
A3158 (Wagner,C) Health care svcs-concerns out-of-network
A3161 (Chiusano,G) Bio-based Heating Oil Act
ACR53 (Ramos,R) Casinos, Bergen Co-Leg. allow
AJR56 (Jasey,M) Human Trafficking Awareness Day-Jan. 11

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2022 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Ultrasound breast screenings-insur cover

The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointment:

*Effective September 24, 2012

Assembly Financial Institutions and Insurance Committee:

Assemblyman Gary R. Chiusano (24).

The Assembly Speaker has made the following reappointment:

*Effective September 11, 2012

New Jersey Sports and Exposition Authority:

Leroy Jones, Jr. of East Orange.

The Assembly adjourned at 6:37 PM to meet again on Thursday, September 27, 2012 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “C” and “D” scheduled to meet).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (9/20/2012):

P.L.2012, c.46. A638 Aa (1R) Rumpf,B/Conaway,H+22 9/18/2012 Hooked on Fishing-Not on Drugs-estab
P.L.2012, c.47. A1277 AcsAca (ACS/1R) Coughlin,C/Bramnick,J+12 9/19/2012 Breweries, cert.-revises privileges
P.L.2012, c.48. A1338 AcaAaAcaAa (4R) Greenwald,L/DeCroce,B+22 9/19/2012 Permit Ext/ Act of 2008- ext. exp. date
P.L.2012, c.49. A1400 AcaAa (2R) Wilson,G/Coutinho,A+10 9/19/2012 Civil svc. elig. lists-add cert. vets
P.L.2012, c.52. A2023 AcaSca (2R) Dancer,R/Wilson,G+6 9/19/2012 Horse slaughter-proh.
P.L.2012, c.53. A2036 Sca (1R) Russo,D/Chivukula,U+8 9/19/2012 Wheelchair securement-concerns
P.L.2012, c.54. A2125 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Chivukula,U+3 9/19/2012 CATV-elim. advance price decrease notice
P.L.2012, c.55. A2313/2564 Acs (ACS) Chivukula,U/Singleton,T+1 9/19/2012 Energy savings improvement prog.-concern
P.L.2012, c.57. A2647 AcaSca (2R) Lampitt,P/Riley,C+7 9/19/2012 Workers' rights-req. emp. to post notice
P.L.2012, c.58. A2676 Aca (1R) Caride,M/Schaer,G+10 9/19/2012 Lance Corp. Osbrany Montes De Oca Bridge
P.L.2012, c.59. A2741 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Bramnick,J+3 9/19/2012 Loc. pub. bid documents-concerns